In order to make an exact model for operon dynamics, it is necessary to have an upper limit to operon size. Because the largest observed operon size across the two species is eight genes, we used a maximum operon size of nine genes. To obtain the equilibrium distribution for the models below, we ran the simulation for 10 6 iterations for a given set of parameters.
Recursions for Model 2 simulation
The model here is based on the same biology as Model 2 described in the text but the recursions differ as slightly different assumptions are made here. In the model given here, the maximum operon size is nine so that genes cannot move from other operons into an operon that already contains nine genes. Both models lead to the same equilibrium distributions when the probability of moving into an existing operon b is small. The approximation given the text relies on this assumption (b << 1) whereas the recursions here do not.
As in the main text, we define O i as the number of operons of size class i (i.e., an operon consisting of i genes). Let the total number of operons (including potentially operonic genes existing as monocistrons) be
We assume that during a single time step only a single gene moves (i.e., a time step is defined by the translocation of single gene). In this model, the operon is the unit of action so that a monocistronic "operon" is as likely to lose a gene as a polycistronic operon of any size. Similarly, all operons are equally likely to gain a gene, except operons of size nine that are assumed to be unable to receive additional genes. In constructing the recursions it is necessary to consider every possible size class of operon from which a gene could excise and every possible size class of operon where it could reinsert and the consequence of this movement. For example, if a gene excises out of an operon of size 9 and reinserts into an operon of size 2, then this alters the number of operons in four different size classes:
Given that any operon, independent of its size, is equally likely to lose or gain the single gene that moves during a given time step, the number of monocistrons after a single time step is
The recursion for dicistronic operons is
The recursion for operons of size i ∈ {3-7}is
The recursion for operons of size i = 8 is The recursion for dicistronic operons is
The recursion for operons of size i = 8 is
